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Summary uniform velocities. Because the average flow velocity was
lower with the axial-flow housing, the low-pressure-side
flow uniformity was improved on an absolute basis but

An experimental investigation was conducted to was not significantly improved on a percentage basis.
characterize the performance of the regenerator system However, the axial-flow housing did significantly
of the Chrysler upgraded automotive gas turbine engine, improve the temperature uniformity on the high-pressure
A test facility was designed and constructed to simulate side, where the most significant flow changes were made.
engine operating conditions for both sides of the The regenerator temperature effectiveness values were
regenerator. Detailed measurements of regenerator the same with the axial-flow housing as with the original
performance were made over a wide range of operating engine housing. The heat transfer effectiveness values
conditi0ns. The regenerator temperature effectiveness for were 4 to 6 percent lower than the temperature
heating the cold fluid varied from 91 percent at operating effectiveness values. Hot-flow leakage measurements
conditions simulating 100 percent of engine speed, to indicated leakage rates in the 6 to 10percent range for the
97 percent at operating conditions simulating 50 percent axial-flow housing. The increased leakage could be
of engine speed. These values were 1 to 2 percent higher responsible for the lower heat transfer effectiveness
than the Chrysler design values and compared well with values as compared with the original engine housing.
those measured during engine testing at the Lewis Imposing a 50-percent (90° segment)flow blockage
Research Center. Regenerator heat transfer effectiveness, 2.8 cm (1 1/8 in.) upstream of the high-pressure side of
however, was 2 to 4 percent lower than temperature the regenerator significantly affected the velocity
effectiveness over the range of test conditions. A method uniformity on the high-pressure side. However, the
was developed whereby leakage values could be used to temperature uniformity was not changed. The
correct heat transfer effectiveness values from the regenerator temperature effectiveness was also
90-percent Chrysler design value to 89 percent if the unchanged, and the heat transfer effectiveness was only 1
leakage was 5 percent. Leakage measurements made at to 2 percent lower than without the flow blockage. The
ambient-temperature static conditions were in the 4 to 7 lower heat transfer effectiveness could also be explained
percent range; so there is experimental evidence for by larger leakage rates during the 50-percent blockage
correcting the Chrysler design values downward. The testing.
results reported herein have not been corrected for Loss of housing insulation, seal leakage, and wear were
leakage but nevertheless indicate a lower value of heat problems experienced during the test program. Factors
transfer effectiveness. Enthalpy effectiveness and an that were determined to control seal life included
"enthalpy corrected method" also gave lower heat assembly clearances, insulation integrity, the finish of the
transfer effectiveness. The evidence gathered suggests sliding surfaces, and material selection. A graphite-
that gas turbine system performance should be based on reinforced polyimide D seal was developed as an
heat transfer effectiveness corrected for leakage rather approach to solving seal wear and breakage problems.
than on temperature effectiveness. Engine testing with the new seal is recommended to

The flow velocity uniformity leaving the regenerator evaluate its performance.
within the engine housing was considered acceptable, Torque and leakage measurements helped to determine
given the compact arrangement of the Chrysler design the seal condition both before and during testing.
and the insensitivity of regenerator effectiveness to flow Reliable leakage measurements are required to enable
distortion. A flow baffle incorporated into the high- correction of theoretical heat transfer effectiveness. A
pressure-side inlet cover of the engine housing standard method for calculating heat transfer
significantly improved the velocity uniformity as well as effectiveness is required if accurate comparisons are to be
the temperature uniformity on the high-pressure side of made between engine manufacturers as well as with
the regenerator. No significant improvement in theory.
regenerator temperature effectiveness was measured with Ambient-temperature flow velocity distribution
the baffle, measurements produced the same general flow patterns

Tests were also conducted with a regenerator housing as were found in the hot-flow testing. Quantitative
designed to provide more uniform axial flow over the full measurements of velocity uniformity did not always show
area on both sides of the regenerator core. Although the the same trends when ambient-temperature
flow uniformity in the supply ducting was not perfect, the measurements were compared with hot-flow
blockage effect of the regenerator core served to produce measurements.



Core pressure drop values were generally somewhat The test facility at Lewis was the only place where the
higher than the design values. We were unable to regenerator system of the Chrysler upgraded automotive
determine whether the design values were for a thick-wall gas turbine engine was tested as a separate component at
or thin-wall matrix. Our measurements of matrix wall simulated engine conditions. The results of complete
thickness indicated a thick-wall value--0.012 cm (0.0046 engine tests, reported in reference 5, provided some
in.). Core pressure drop results are more consistent with comparisons of regenerator performance results.
design values for 0.013-era (0.050-in.) wall However, the regenerator test facility was designed to
thickness--slightly higher pressure drops, provide a timely and more complete understanding of the

effect of flow distribution and leakage on the heat
transfer process in the regenerator. Both engine test time

Introduction and instrumentationwerenecessarilylimited,and it was
difficult to separate the influence of individual variables

The performance gains available from advanced or to change one variable at a time in engine testing.
automotive gas turbine engines would allow significant Therefore data from these tests were compared with the
savings of automotive fuel if they are introduced in design performance goals for the engine (ref. 1) and with
significant numbers into the automotive fleet. In the performance of the regenerator measured in the
addition, advanced pollution standards may be met more engine (ref. 5) as well as used to screen and develop
easily, and a multifuel capability allows better utilization regenerator system modifications for possible
of oil resources and possible substitution of other fuels as incorporation in the Chrysler engine. Data from these
technology progresses. To capitalize on the inherent tests could also be used in the analysis and design of
advantages of the gas turbine engine, however, an advanced regenerator systems and to provide a better
efficient method of recovering the heat from the turbine understanding of the influence of regenerator
exhaust is required. The Chrysler upgraded engine uses a performance on gas turbine engine performance.
ceramic rotary regenerator to perform this function. The scope of the effort reported herein included

The Chrysler Corp. has been developing automotive determining the effect of flow distribution on the heat

gas turbineenginesfor severalyears,as documentedin transfer and pressure drop of the regenerator. A
references 1 and 2. The engine development program, comparison of flow distribution at ambient temperature
including this regenerator development was originally with flow distribution at engine operating temperatures
funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency was included. The influence of a regenerator cover baffle
and then by the U.S. Department of Energy; it was designed to provide a more uniform flow distribution to
managed in its latter stages by the NASA Lewis Research the high-pressure side of the regenerator was evaluated.
Center; and it is documented in reference 3. Initial testing The effect on performance of a housing designed to
of the complete engine (ref. 4) indicated that the provide more uniform, completely axial flow to both
horsepower was below the design goal and that the sides of the regenerator was also investigated. A
specific fuel consumption was above the design goal. A 50-percent flow blockage (90* segment) was applied to
corrective development program was launched to the high-pressure inlet, and the results were compared
understand the reasons for the deficiencies and to with those of the unblocked case as well as with those of
develop improved components so that engine the engine housing case. A correlation of seal wear and
performance goals would be met. leakage rate with installation clearances and regenerator

A general-purpose test facility was designed and drive torque is included for each configuration.
constructed at Lewis to facilitate detailed measurements Recommendations are made to assist in the development
of regenerator performance parameters over awiderange of future regenerative heat exchanger systems for
of operating conditions with various design automotive gas turbine engines.
configurations. The facility supplied compressed, hot air
to the high-pressure side of the regenerator to simulate
engine compressor discharge. A separate supply system
provided hot combustion products to the low-pressure Apparatus and Procedure
side of the regenerator to simulate engine turbine

Test Facilitydischarge. Extensive instrumentation, together with

automated data gathering and reduction, was The experimental regenerator test facility was located
incorporated to provide detailed insights into regenerator in the Special Projects Laboratory at the Lewis Research
operating characteristics. The test facility was also Center. A schematic of the facility is shown in figure l(a)
designed for flexibility and quick turnaround so that a and a photograph in figure 109). Two separate flow
variety of regenerator housing configurations could be systems were used to supply the regenerator. The
evaluated. Center's central compressed-air system provided air to



both systems. An electric heater was located in the high- motor and regenerator was 45, providing enough power
pressure-side inlet to raise the air temperature to simulate to vary core speed over the desired range of values (12 to
the engine's compressor discharge temperature. A 32rpm).
backpressure control valve located in the high-pressure-
side discharge line was used to control pressure at the Instrumentation
engine design conditions. The low-pressure-side inlet

The engine housing had a grid of 15 total pressure
incorporated a combustor, burning A-1 jet fuel, to

probes and 15 radiation-shielded thermocouples at the
provide the high-temperature combustion products high-pressure-side outlet of the core, arranged as
needed to simulate the engine's turbine discharge illustrated in figure 4. Both temperature and total
conditions. The combustion products exited the pressure probes were located 1.3 cm (½ in.) downstream
regenerator cover, as in the engine, and were discharged from the ceramic regenerator core. Static pressure taps
to the atmosphere, were installed on the wall and on probes in midstream of

the flow area. The static pressure taps and probes were
Regenerator Test Package manifolded together to serve as a reference for the total

The regenerator core was a lithium aluminum silicate pressure probes.
(LAS) ceramic disk shown in figure 2. The disk was 53 cm The low-pressure side of the engine housing regen-
(21 in.) in diameter and 8.3 cm (3¼ in.) thick. The insert erator cover had a grid of 15total-to-static (pitot) probes
in figure 2 shows an enlarged view of the ceramic matrix and 15 radiation-shielded thermocouples arranged as
structure. The triangular-shaped matrix passage illustrated in figure 5. They were also located 1.3 cm
geometry had a specified wall thickness of 0.009 cm (1/2 in.) downstream of the regenerator core when the
(0.0035 in.) Elastomeric mounting pads bonded the ring cover was installed. The low-pressure side of the
drive gear to the outer diameter of the regenerator core. regenerator cover with the baffle installed had no
Figure 3 shows the complete core with its elastomeric- temperature instrumentation. For this test series the low-
mounted ring drive gear ready to be installed in the pressure-regenerator outlet temperature was not
regenerator housing. The housing for the Chrysler available; so comparison of heat transfer effectiveness
upgraded engine is shown in figure 4. High-pressure air could not be made. The high-pressure-side inlet
from a single 15-cm- (6-in.-) diameter pipe visible at the temperature was measured by three thermocouples
right in figure 3 entered the two kidney-shaped entrances located in the kidney-shaped inlet ducts as identified on
to the cover. The high-pressure-side outlet included the figure 3. The low-pressure-side inlet temperature was
burner housing and the turbine inlet vortex manifold to measured by three thermocouples spaced 120° apart in
conform to the actual engine configuration. To the low-pressure inlet pipe (fig. 4).
approximate the flow conditions at the exit of the power The high-pressure-side inlet pressure was measured
turbine, the combustion products entered the low- through a static tap in the cover within 2.5 cm (1 in.) of
pressure side of the regenerator housing through a 15-cm- the regenerator face--identified on figure 1(b). The low-
(6-in.-) diameter pipe installed in the usual location of the pressure-side inlet pressure tap location is shown in fig-
power-turbine shaft (noted in fig. 4). The combustion ure 4. Pressure differentials across both sides of the
products from this pipe impacted a flat plate and exited regenerator were measured with AP transducers. A range
radially through annular gaps at approximately the same of 6.9 kN/m2 (1.0 psi) was used on the high-pressure side,
location as the engine power-turbine exit diffuser. No and a range of 13.8 kN/m2 (2.0 psi) was used on the low-
attempt was made to induce swirl or to otherwise pressure side.
simulate the power-turbine exit flow directions. For the axial-flow housing, 15 total-to-static (pitot)

Figure 5 shows the regenerator cover for the engine probes and 12 thermocouple probes were installed on
housing. Figure 6 shows the regenerator cover with a each regenerator outlet, as shown in figure 9(b). The five
baffle installed to provide a more uniform flow thermocoupleprobes used to measure thehigh-pressure-
distribution to the regenerator core. Figure 7 illustrates side inlet air temperature are noted in figure 9(b). A wall
the modified flow passages with the baffle installed. The static pressure tap to measure high-pressure-side inlet
axial-flow housing designed to supply a more uniform pressure is noted in figure 9(b) at the same plane as the
flow distribution to both sides of the regenerator is thermocouples. A similar arrangement was used for low-
illustrated in figure 8. The axial-flow housing with and pressure-side inlet pressure and temperature. All
without the regenerator core in place is shown in figure 9. thermocouples were Chromel-Alumel type K with a
The Chrysler regenerator seals were used with both the calibration range of 0° to 1260° C (32° to 2300° F).
axial-flow housing and the original engine housing. The Close-tolerance wire was used to minimize temperature
regenerator ring gear was coupled by a pinion gear, a error.
torque and speed transducer, and a gearbox to a variable- All the pressure lines from the 30 probes were
speed electric motor. The resultant gear ratio between connected to a differential pressure transducer by means



of a rapid scanning valve. This permitted one transducer (5) Axial-flow housing with increased regenerator
to measure all the probes in consecutive order when temperature gradients
steady-state test conditions were established. The For each of the five groups the information is
pressure transducer used had a range of 0 to 0.4 kN/m2 presented in the following order: Presented first are the
(0.058 psi) or 0 to 0.1 kN/m2 (0.019 psi) depending on the velocity distributions with ambient air flowing through
test conditions being measured, the regenerator and then the velocity distributions at

The airflow rates were measured by flat-plate orifices engine pressures and temperatures. Temperature
designed and installed to ASME specifications. Orifice distribution data are presented next. Regenerator drive
locations are indicated in figure l(a). Fuel flow was torque, correlation with seal wear, and leakage
measured with a turbine flowmeter. All the data were measurements are discussed next. This provides a
recorded on a high-speed central data acquisition system; perspective against which regenerator effectiveness is
selected instrumentation was recorded on strip charts in presented. Regenerator pressure drop measurements are
the control room. included, with data shown for each of the housing

configuration variations.
Operating Procedures

The assembly of the regenerator core, seals, and cover Chrysler Engine Housing with Original Cover
was initially performed by Chrysler personnel to their Velocity distribution.- The initial test series was run
design specifications. Later, after procedures were with ambient air flowing through both sides of the
established and knowledge of the hardware was acquired, regenerator. The flow rates for each test were calculated
NASA personnelperformed assemblyoperations.To to simulatespecificengineoperatingconditionsby the
determine seal performance and to check out assembly following relationship:
procedures, seal leakage at an ambient-temperature,
static condition was measured. The high-pressure exit

duct was sealed so that pressure could be applied to the (N/Tdesign/Ttes t
regenerator seals. A rotameter was used to measure Wrest = Wdesign\ Pdesign/Ptest /airflow, which was assumed to be leakage through the
seals into the low-pressure side of the regenerator. A where
value of leakage equal to about 5 percent of the engine

W weight flow, kg/sec 0b/sec)design flow value was felt by Chrysler personnel to
represent acceptable seal leakage for a cold static test. T gas temperature, K (*R)

The regenerator was brought to the desired test p gas pressure, kN/m2 (psia)
conditions (1) by setting flow rate and temperature on the
high-pressure side, (2) by setting regenerator core speed, The actual test conditions and the results are listed at
(3) by setting flow rate and temperature on the low- the top of table II. Flow rates were set to simulate 70 and
pressure side, and (4) by adjusting pressure on the high- 90 percent of gas generator speed. Also included were
pressure side. The first test condition was usually the flow rates to simulate the regenerator core Reynolds
50 percent simulated gas generator speed. The test number at the engine's 100-percent design point and the
variables were allowed to stabilize and the data point was maximum flow capability of the test facility. Several data
recorded. The data consisted of a strip-chart recording of points were taken with the regenerator rotating. Because
the differential pressures for velocity determination and a no difference in the measured pressures was found from
high-speed digital recording of all the remaining the nonrotating case, results are reported for nonrotating
instrumentation. Data were taken over the range of cases, except for the maximum facility flow conditions.
design conditions listed in table I, which represent engine Individual velocity calculations for each of the pressure
design conditions from 50 to 100percent of gas generator probes were made by using the following relationship:
speed.

Results and Discussion v= NI 12p - hi 2g
RT

P

The results are presented in five groups: where
(1) Engine housing with original cover

v gas velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
(2) Engine housing with a baffle in the cover
(3) Axial-flow housing p gas density, kg/m3 0b/in3)
(4) Axial-flow housing with 50-percent (90*) blockage Ap total-to-static pressure differential, kN/m2 (psi)

of the high-pressure inlet T absolute temperature, K (*R)



p absolute pressure, kN/m2 (psia) individual temperatures and their locations and shows
g gravitational constant, 9.8 m/sec2 (32.17ft/sec2) how the average and the standard deviation were arrived

R gas constant, m/K (ft/*R) at for a 100-percent-of-design-speed data point. Figure 15
Figure 10illustrates the individual velocities calculated shows the standard deviation of the measured

and their locations. An average velocity was calculated temperatures expressed as a percentage over the range of
for each data point and is listed in table II. Also listed is test conditions. The percentage spread decreased as flow
the standard deviation of the 15 discrete velocities for increased for the low-pressure side; the reverse was true
each side of the regenerator. The standard deviation as a for the high-pressure side. However, the absolute
percentage of the average velocity provides an objective magnitudes of the temperature spreads were about the
measure of the velocity uniformity. The percentage same (±31" C, +55* F) at the full flow conditions. A
values for ambient flow are shown in figure ll(a). The map of temperature isotherms for both sides of the
high-pressure side was significantly less uniform at the regenerator is given in figure 16. The temperatures were
low flow rates. The same data for the hot-flow cases are highest near the top of the regenerator, where the hot

plotted in figure 11(b). The low-pressure side was less gases had been cooled the least and the air had been
uniform at high flow rates, but the high-pressure side was heated the most.
more uniform. There is not a direct comparison between Drive torque, seal wear, and leakage. -The torque
the ambient-flow data and the hot-flow data. required to drive the regenerator served to measure the

Another method of describing the velocity uniformity power and provided a diagnostic indicator of the
is with velocity maps where equal velocities are plotted as regenerator seal condition. Initial torque measurements
contour lines. The contour lines labeled 1.0 represent the were made over a range of hot operating conditions and
average velocity, and the other lines express ratios of the these fell within the band indicated as nominal in fig-
average velocity. Thus a 1.4 contour line would have a ure 17. After several hot test sequences totaling 4 hours
velocity 1.4 times the average velocity. Likewise, a 0.6 of regenerator operation, a test sequence produced the
contour line would have a velocity 0.6 times the average high torque readings denoted as "failed seal" in fig-
velocity. It was assumed that the velocity at the wall was ure 17. As flow and pressure levels increased, sounds of
zero in constructing the maps. The velocity maps for distress from the regenerator led to test termination.
ambient flow are given in figure 12. The velocity Inspection of the regenerator system following
distribution on the high-pressure side was similar over the disassembly indicated severe wear of the regenerator
flow range, with a high-velocity area in the upper corner seals, loss of housing insulation, and some erosion of the
associated with the larger inlet duct to the regenerator regenerator core surface. Gear wear was also
cover. The uniformity improved at the highest flow rate, pronounced, and eight of the 10 elastomeric bonds
as noted previously in figure ll(a). The velocity between the ring gear and the regenerator core were
distribution on the low-pressure side was more uniform cracked. It was postulated that loss of the housing
but contained two areas of higher velocity at the insulation upstream of the low-pressure-side seal ring
maximum flow rate. caused the problem. The insulation particles entered the

The velocity maps for the regenerator at engine flow stream and were carried to the regenerator face,
operating temperatures are shown in figure 13. The where they became wedged into the seal area by the
distribution on the high-pressure side was similar to that rotation of the core. These particles could cause the seal
measured for the ambient-flow case. The best match was wear, core erosion, and high torque readings observed
the maximum ambient-flow case with the 80-percent hot- during the test. The high-friction, high-torque condition
flow case. The low-pressure side exhibited better then could have caused elastomeric failure, which
uniformity for the hot-flow cases, with somewhat similar allowed skipping of the pinion drive gear over the ring
patterns between ambient and hot flow. Because these gear. The loss of the housing insulation could have led to
velocity representations were of the flow leaving the all the observed conditions. Some patching of the
regenerator, the flow straightening caused by the insulation had been done in the course of earlier testing,
regenerator core and its pressure drop are included in and it is probable that the patching was not sufficient to
these data. maintain the integrity of the housing insulation's erosion-

Temperature distribution.- Table II lists the average resistant surface.
temperatures measured for both sides of the regenerator A new regenerator core, new seals, and new housing
over the range of test conditions. The outlet temperatures insulation were installed in the engine housing. During
were measured 1.3 cm (½ in.) downstream of the the initial hot-test sequence, torque readings were in the
regenerator face by radiation-shielded thermocouples. "nominal band" of figure 17. After about 1 hour of hot
The standard deviation of the temperature measurements testing the regenerator cover was removed, and the new
is also given in table II to provide an objective value for seal was discovered to be almost completely worn in
the temperature uniformity. Figure 14 gives the several areas. There was no loss of housing insulation in



this case and no other damage. The roughness of the core Seal wear and breakage problems led to an effort to
surface in the seal area was thought to be the cause of the develop an improved seal material for the wear face. A
rapid seal wear. The core was returned to the graphite-reinforced polyimide seal was fabricated at
manufacturer for checkout and surface refinishing. Upon Lewis to meet the temperature, wear, and structural
completion of refinishing a surface roughness integrity criteria for the seal. (See fig. 19 for a
measurement indicated an average roughness of 12.7 to photograph of the improved seal.) The experimental
17.8 /_m (500 to 700 _in.) on the hot face, andl0.2tol2.7 program reported herein was concluded before the
_m (400 to 500/An.) on the cold face. This compares with improved seal became available. Therefore evaluation of
an average roughness of 0.5 #m (20/An.) for the smooth the improvement was recommended for future engine
ceramic hub of the regenerator core. tests.

The refinished core and a new seal were installed in the Regenerator effectiveness. - The effectiveness of a
engine housing with three intermediate gaskets instead of regenerator is an indication of the amount of heat
the two gaskets used previously. The result was a actually transferred as compared with the maximum
clearance of 0.104 cm (0.041 in.) for the seal space as possible heat transfer for a counterflow heat exchanger
compared with 0.081 to 0.086 cm (0.032 to 0.034 in.) for of infinite area. From reference 6 the heat transfer
the previous assemblies. A series of torque measurements effectiveness is defined as
during subsequent hot testing gave torque readings lower

q _ Ch(th, in -- th,out) _ Cc(tc, out- to, in)than any of the previous data, as indicated in figure 17. e-
Inspection of the seal after 1 hour of hot-gas testing qmax Cmin(th, in--tc, in) Crnin(th,in--tc, in)

revealed no significant seal wear. The combination of
increased clearance and reduced surface roughness where Cminis the smaller of Ch and Cc
resulted in lower torque readings and solved the rapid
seal wear problem experienced during initial tests with Ch =Cp, h Wh

this regenerator core.
To help determine the condition of the regenerator Cc=cp, cWc

seals during this phase of testing, measurements of cold,
static seal leakage were made. Instrumentation problems and

prevented hot dynamic leakage measurements during this Cp,h specific heat of hot gas, J/kg *C (Btu/lb *F)

phase of the program. For cold, static leakage the high- Cp,c specific heat of cold gas, J/kg *C (Btu/lb °F)
pressure exit was sealed so that the high-pressure side of Wh weight flow of hot gas, kg/sec 0b/sec)
the regenerator could be pressurized. Then with the low-
pressure side open to the atmosphere, flow measured into We weight flow of cold gas, kg/sec 0b/sec)
the high-pressure side was assumed to be leakage across th,in hot-gas inlet temperature, *C (°F)
the seals. The regenerator core was not turning during th, out hot-gas outlet temperature, *C (°F)

these measurements. Cold, static leakage data were taken tc, in cold-air inlet temperature, °C (*F)

for two seal clearance values and are shown in figure 18. tc,out cold-air outlet temperature, *C (*F)
The data represented by the circles for the 0.086-cm

For the gas turbine flow conditions, Cminis equal to Cc so
(0.034-in.) clearance indicate about 6 percent leakage, that the heat transfer effectiveness becomes
After 1½ hours of hot testing, a repeat cold, static
measurement indicated 9 percent leakage. Disassembly

and inspection revealed the worn seal discussed Cp,hWh(th,in--th, out)
previously. After the core was refinished, it was installed _ht= Cp, cWc(th, in_ tc, in)
with a new seal and the clearance was increased to

0.104 cm (0.041 in.). The initial cold, static leak check in and the temperature effectiveness for heating cold fluid
figure 18indicated about 4 percent leakage. A check after becomes
1 hour of rotation with ambient-temperature flow

indicated 5 percent leakage. When the cover was Cp,cWc(tc,out-tc, in)
removed, the seal seemed satisfactory; so the assembly etc= Cp,cWc(th,in-tc, in)
was readied for hot testing. Another cold, static leakage
measurement after reassembly indicated 6 to 7 percent In the second equation the specific heat and weight flow
leakage. After 1 hour ofhottesting, another cold, static values cancel each other so that the temperature
leakage measurement indicated 5 percent leakage (solid effectiveness for heating the cold fluid depends only on
points in fig. 18). Although the seal was not worn after measured temperature values. Since this number is easier
this test series, it was cracked and thus future tests to calculate, it is the value most often reported in the
required a new seal. experimental literature.



Both heat transfer effectiveness and temperature mainly because of the difficulty of producing triangular
effectiveness will be reported herein, along with the passages with the thin-wall material. At the time of this
numbers used for each calculation. The heat transfer work Chrysler specified 0.009-cm (0.0035-in.) wall
effectiveness uses measured weight flows and specific thickness (thin wall). Earlier Chrysler specifications,
heat values derived from NASA reference data. however, listed the wall thickness as 0.013 cm

Table II lists the experimental effectiveness values (0.005 in.)--a thick wall. To determine the wall thickness
calculated for the regenerator with the original engine of the tested regenerator, wall thicknesses was measured
housing. Figure 20 compares the regenerator from the enlarged photograph of the core (fig. 2) and
experimental values with the Chrysler design values of calculated from the known scale factors. The wall
reference 4. The temperature effectiveness varies from thickness derived by this method was 0.012 cm (0.0046
91 percent at 100 percent of engine design speed flow in.) with a variation of +0.004, -0.005 cm (+0.0017,
(0.61 kg/sec, 1.34 lb/sec) to 97 percent at 50 percent of -0.0019 in.). The measured values were closer to the
design speed flow (0.20 kg/sec, 0.44 lb/sec). The heat thick-wall value, which, coupled with the good triangular
transfer effectiveness varies from approximately 89 to 95 shape, would produce pressure drops higher than the
percent over the same flow range. One reason for the design values if the design pressure drops were for the
difference between the effectiveness values could be thick-wall matrix.
regenerator leakage. The Chrysler analysis of reference 4
indicates an expected leakage of 1.8 percent of the
airflow supplied to the regenerator. The Chrysler analysis Engine Housing with Baffle in Cover
allocates 46 percent of the leakage to the low-pressure- Velocity distribution comparison. -The flow baffle in
side outlet of the regenerator, 46 percent to the low- the high-pressure side of the engine housing was designed
pressure-side inlet to the regenerator, and 8 percent to the by Chrysler to provide a more uniform flow distribution
high-pressure-side outlet of the regenerator. If the across the regenerator face and to improve the heat
Chrysler values are used to calculate regenerator heat transfer performance. The modified cover is shown in
transfer effectiveness at the 100-percent design point, the figure 6. Design details are shown in figure 7. The test
value is 90.0 percent with no leakage. Modifying the flow data are summarized in table III. Velocity distribution
rates to reflect the 1.8 percent leakage value of Chrysler measurements were confined to the high-pressure-air side
results in a heat transfer effectiveness of 89.6 percent. If of the regenerator since the baffle was designed to affect
the true leakage is 5 percent, as indicated by the cold, that side. A series of test measurements were made with
static leakage measurements, the corrected heat transfer ambient-temperature air. Duplicate measurements were
effectiveness is 88.7 percent. The experimental value of made with the regenerator rotating and not rotating.
heat transfer effectiveness averages 88.6 percent at Because no difference in velocities was measured, the
100-percent design flow. The temperature effectiveness data reported are those with a nonrotating regenerator.
for heating the cold fluid calculated from the design Figure 23 compares the standard deviation of the velocity
temperatures agrees with the no-leakage heat transfer measurements at ambient flow for the original cover and
effectiveness of 90 percent and is not changed by flow- the modified (baffled) cover. The velocities with the
rate changes. It is the authors' feeling that the heat baffled cover are signficiantly more uniform at low flow
transfer effectiveness values more accurately reflect the but about the same at high flow. Velocity maps illustrate
true regenerator performance. Besides the leakage the comparison over the flow range in figure 24. The low-
correction explained previously, carryover losses are also velocity area at the bottom of the regenerator is seen to be
present in the actual regenerator operation. Further improved over the test range. However, the high-velocity
discussion on leakage and correction calculations are area at the top corner is accentuated by the baffle at the
given in later sections, maximum ambient-flow rate.

Figure 21 gives regenerator temperature effectiveness Figure 25 illustrates no improvement in velocity
measured in actual engine testing as reported in refer- uniformity for the baffled cover under hot-flow testing
ence 5. Performance was similar to that measured in the over the entire test range. Figure 26 shows velocity map
regenerator test facility, indicating a satisfactory comparisons for the hot tests. The maps look similar,
simulation of the engine by the test facility, with no significant redistribution of flow due to baffle

Regenerator pressure drop.-The pressure drop across installation. In this case the ambient-temperature flow
the regenerator core and the design pressure drops are results did predict the velocity uniformity trend of less
shown in figure 22. The low-pressure-side pressure drops uniform flow at higher flow rates.
correlated well with the design values; the high-pressure- Temperature distribution comparison. - The
side pressure drops were higher than design. The results temperature uniformity comparisons were confined to
of reference 7 indicate that thin-wall regenerators have the high-pressure-side outlet of the regenerator since the
higher pressure drop than thick-wall regenerators-- baffle was intended to influence flow on the high-



pressure side only. The cover with the baffle added was modified covers. The temperature effectiveness values
not instrumented to survey temperatures on the low- with the modified cover were unchanged from those
pressure-side outlet. The temperature uniformity on the measured with the original cover. Although both velocity
high-pressure-side outlet for the original and modified uniformity and temperature uniformity were improved
covers is compared in figure 27. The uniformity is similar by the baffle, there was no improvement in the
at the low flow rates, but the baffled cover gave improved regenerator temperature effectiveness.
temperature uniformity at the high flow rates. Regenerator pressure drop. -The pressure drop across

The temperature distribution patterns for the high- the regenerator core for the modified cover is shown in
pressure-side outlet with the original and modified covers figure 31. All the measured pressure drops are higher
are compared in figures 28 and 29. These isothermal than the design pressure drops. The pressure drop on the
maps were constructed from the data given by 14 high-pressure side, where the baffle was installed, was
thermocouples. The nature of the temperature essentially the same as that with the original cover. The
distribution changed from a semicircular shape for the pressure drop on the low-pressure side was higher than
isotherms of the original cover to the approximately design over the whole test range, whereas with the
straight-across isotherms for the modified cover. Lowest original cover the pressure drop was higher than design
temperatures for the modified cover were across the only at the low flow rates (fig. 22).
bottom of the regenerator; the lowest temperatures for
the original cover were more toward the left center area.

Axial-Flow Housing
The modified cover achieved uniformity by decreasing
the peak temperatures, particularly at the upper right of Velocity distribution.-The objective of the axial-flow
the high-pressure outlet, housing design was to present the regenerator with an

Drive torque, seal wear, and leakage. - Regenerator unrestricted uniform flow distribution on both sides. The
torque values measured during testing with the modified hardware design is illustrated in figure 8. Basically, the
cover are plotted in figure 30. Previous data are shown as space restriction of the engine housing was eliminated,
bands associated with the clearance value used during and long tapered ducts were used to allow an axial
assembly. By this time, it was concluded that the approach to the regenerator. In addition, insulation
0.102-cm (0.040-in.) clearance more nearly met seal wear projections and shelves were removed so that the entire
and seal leakage criteria than did the 0.086-cm (0.034-in.) face of the regenerator was open to the flow field.
clearance used originally. The torque data indicate that A measure of the uniformity of flow velocity for the
the assembly with the modified cover performed as supply duct system is given in figure 34. These
expected although at the high side of the band at the high- measurements were made without the regenerator in the
pressure condition, system. The high-flow areas were associated with the

Leakage measurements. - Leakage measurements were elbows in the supply duct system. Various straighteners
again made at ambient temperature with the high- and flow distributors were applied to the duct system
pressure flow exit sealed so that any flow measured with minor improvement. The most effective flow
would be leakage through the regenerator seals. The straightener was the regenerator itself. The flow
regenerator was not rotating during these measurements, distribution of figure 35 illustrates the velocity
The data measured for this test series are plotted in fig- uniformity with the regenerator in place at the same flow
ure 31. The increased clearance still allowed only a 5 rate as used in figure 34. The velocities on the high-
percent leakage rate at the ambient condition. We pressure side became more uniform as the flow rate
assumed that the seals were in satisfactory condition on increased. Figure 36 shows the velocity distribution at the
the basis of these measurements. An ambient- maximum ambient-flow rate.
temperature test after the hot firing confirmed that there It was difficult to make accurate velocity
had been no change in the seal effectiveness as a result of measurements on the high-pressure side during the tests
the hot firing. The refinished regenerator installed with with the axial-flow housing. The signal-to-noise ratio was
0.102-cm (0.040-in.) assembly clearance and with the new such that reliable values were difficult to derive from the
seals was performing satisfactorily, data. Therefore most of the hot firings were able to

Regenerator effectiveness. -Table III lists the produce data only for the low-pressure side of the
temperature effectiveness values calculated for the regenerator. The most likely reason for the difference is
regenerator with the baffle added to the cover. Since this that the axial-flow housing had no flow restrictions so
modified cover was not instrumented to determine the that the increased flow areas decreased the absolute

low-pressure-side outlet temperature th,out, the heat velocity level and thus decreased the signal-to-noise ratio.
transfer effectiveness could not be calculated for this test The relationship is illustrated in figure 37(a) for ambient-
sequence. Figure 32 illustrates the comparison between temperature airflow. Average velocities are seen to be
temperature effectiveness values with the original and only one-third as high as found with the engine housing.



Figure 37(b) illustrates the relationship for high- thermal distortion of the center cross arm of the housing
temperature airflow, which is even more pronounced, was experienced. The distortion could also cause more
One data point was obtained when blockage upstream of friction on the regenerator, leading to high torque
the high-pressure inlet increased the average velocity to a readings. The torque data are given in figure 43. The
measurable level. The comparison for the low-pressure torques measured during each firing sequence fall into
side is given in figures 37(c) and (d). The exit velocities two groups: Group one compares well with the desirable
for the engine housing and the axial-flow housing were range from the engine housing. Group two is near the
similar. The low-pressure side of the engine housing had values where seal failure was experienced with the engine
no pronounced flow restrictions to increase velocity housing. No seal failure or excessive wear was
through the regenerator, experienced during tests of the axial-flow housing.

Flow velocity maps at hot operating conditions for the Cracking of the theta seal, which was caused both by
low-pressure side at 90 and 100 percent of simulated gas thermal stress during hot firing and mechanical stess
generator speed are shown in figure 38. The two high- during assembly and disassembly, remained a problem
velocity areas are similar to those found on the low- throughout the entire test series. At any rate, torque
pressure side with ambient flow shown in figure 35. The values in the 114- to 171-N-m (1000- to 1500-in-lb) range
statistical measure of velocity uniformity for both were produced when seals were sufficiently clamped to
housings is compared in figure 39. The axial-flow keep leakage in the 6 to 10 percent range. Combining
housing was more uniform in terms of actual velocity these torques with the regenerator speeds tested gave
(fig. 39(a)). However, because of the lower average power values of 179 to 440 W (0.24 to 0.59 hp) for the
velocities with the axial-flow housing, there was no clear above high torque range. The previous desirable range of
advantage when the velocity uniformity was expressed as torque values (57 to 114 N-m, 500 to 1000 in°lb) gave
a percentage of the average velocity for the hot-flow tests power values of 67 to 291 W (0.09 to 0.39 hp) for the
(fig. 39(b)). In this case, the same conclusion could be same range of regenerator speeds.
drawn by comparing the ambient-temperature Regenerator effectiveness. - The effectiveness values
measurements for the two configurations (fig. 39(c)). calculated for the Chrysler regenerator with the axial-

Temperature distribution.-The standard deviation of flow housing are given in table IV and plotted in fig-
the measured temperature values is given in table IV. The ure 44. The heat transfer effectiveness was about
standard deviation for the low-pressure side of the axial- 5 percent lower than the temperature effectiveness. The
flow housing is compared with the same data for the temperature effectiveness was similar to the Chrysler
engin_housing in figure40. Improvement isnotedonlyat design values, but at a flatter slope than the values
the lowest flow rates tested. Figure 41 shows the measured previously with the original engine housing
comparison for the high-pressure side, where the axial- (fig. 20). The heat transfer effectiveness is similar to the
flow housing shows an improvement over most of the engine housing values although somewhat lower,
flow range. This is further illustrated in the isothermal especially at the low flow rates. It may be concluded that
maps of figure 42. Comparison with figure 16 for the the improvements in velocity and temperature uniformity
engine housing reveals different-shaped isotherms on produced by the axial-flow housing did not significantly
both sides as well as reduced temperature gradients. The improve the heat transfer performance of the
axial-flow housing was successful in producing more regenerator. By making effectiveness values more
uniform temperatures on the high-pressure side of the uniform over the operating range, engine fuel
regenerator as compared with the engine housing, where consumption could be increased because of lower
inlet flow conditions were much more restricted, effectiveness at the low flow rates, where the engine must

Drive torque. - Considerable difficulty was operate for a significant portion of its duty cycle.
experienced in sealing the axial-flow housing flanges Leakage measurement and influence on
against external leakage. Circular metallic O-ring seals effectiveness.- During this test series it was possible to
were used initially without success. High-temperature calculate leakage flow rates by measuring high-pressure
gasket material was then used to solve the external airflows at the inlet and outlet of the test loop and then
leakage problem for the duration of one firing sequence, subtracting the two. The result is the total loss from the
The clearance on the internal regenerator seals was high-pressure side, including carryover and external
initially set at a value of 0.109 cm (0.043 in.) to represent leaks. We assumed that external leaks were minimized
the modified values found to be satisfactory with the and that carryover was a function of the design that could
engine housing. However, to prevent external leakage, it not be controlled. However, the data plotted were the
was sometimes necessary to tighten down on the flanges total losses from the high-pressure side, irrespective of
more than was done with the engine housing. The result leakage paths.
was to reduce seal clearance so that more torque was The leakage measurements for the test runs made with
required to turn the regenerator. In addition, some the axial-flow housing are plotted in figure 45. The



leakagestarted at 6 to 7 percent of rated airflow, near the effectiveness.This decliningeffectivenessdue to leakage
previouslymeasured cold, static data. Then it increased was thought to be most likely for actual regenerator
with increasingpressuredifference across the sealsuntil it performance. The temperature effectiveness would not
reached 10 to 12 percent at the highest AP values change significantly if the modified temperatures were
simulating 100 percent of gas generator speed. It is not entered into the calculation because both the low-
known if this leakage increase with increased pressure temperature outlet (numerator)and the high-temperature
differenceis typical of other regenerators or whether this inlet (denominator) would be assumed to change by the
characteristic is peculiar to the axial-flow housing. It same ratio.
could significantlychange the values calculated for heat The wide range of values and methods for calculating
transfer effectivenesswhen corrections for leakage flows heat transfer effectivenessillustrates the need for precise
are taken into account. Most engine designcalculations definition of the methods used when reporting these
assume 2 to 5 percent leakage at the maximum-speed values. The authors recommenduseof inlet flowsto each
conditions, side as a baseline. If leakage valuesand their distribution

There are many methods for calculating the influence pathways are known, correctionsmay be applied, but the
of leakage on regenerator performance. Experimental correction method should be described in detail. It would
results are discussed in reference 8. The Chrysler report be helpful if the gas turbine industry could agree on a
of reference 4 gives leakage values and flow data for the specificmethod for calculating regenerator heat transfer
regenerator studied here. A sketch of the Chrysler flow effectiveness.
rates and leakage paths at 100-percentengine operating Regenerator pressure drop.-Figure 48 shows the
conditions is included as figure 46. Using the Chrysler pressure drop across the regenerator in the axial-flow
temperature valuesto calculatetemperature effectiveness housing. The solid lines in figure 48 are the design
yielded an effectiveness of 90 percent. As discussed specifications; the data points represent the extremesof
previously, calculating the heat transfer effectivenessby the pressuredrop data from table IV. The high-pressure-
using station 3 input (0.603 kg/sec, 1.3283 lb/sec) and side pressure drop is close to the design specifications.
adding fuel to derive the input gas flow, yielded an The unrestricted flow and lower average velocities
effectiveness of 90 percent for a no-leakage case. By produced lower core pressure drop for the axial-flow
using a leakage of 10 percent to modify the numerator housing than for the original enginehousing.
and leaving the denominator at 0.603 kg/sec (1.3283 The low-pressure-sidepressuredrop was still above the
lb/sec), the corrected heat transfer effectiveness(upper) designspecificationas it had been for the engine housing
curve of figure 47 was derived. A different correction with the baffle installed in the cover.
method would be to use the leakage flows to recalculate

Axial-Flow Housing and 50-Percent (90* Percent
the weight flow actually passingthrough the core of the Segment)Blockage of High-PressureInletregenerator. By this method the heat transfer
effectiveness would be calculated to increase to 95 Velocity distribution.-To measure the influence of
percent at 10percent leakage, severe flow blockage on regenerator effectiveness,a flat

An alternative method described as an "enthalphy plate was installed at the entrance to the high-pressure
effectiveness" uses the leakage flow rates to calculate a sideof the regenerator (fig. 49). The original installation
heat flow rate at the inlet to the low-pressureside of the was only 0.64 cm (¼ in.) upstream of the core, but
regenerator. This modified heat flow is used to calculate thermal distortion of the flat plate during testing caused
a modified temperature at this station bythe relationship interference between the plate and the rotating
Q=mcpt. Then the assumption is made that the regenerator. To avoid the interference problem, the plate
regenerator is a constant-efficiency device so that a was installed 2.86 cm (1¼ in.) upstream of the
change in hot fluid inlet temperature will be balanced by regenerator. The velocity distribution produced is
a corresponding change in cold fluid outlet temperature, illustrated for ambient-flow conditions in figure 50. The
Making these calculations resulted in the data plotted as flat plate reduced the velocitiesdirectly downstream to
triangles in figure 47. The regenerator test facility data 60 percent and increased velocitiesover the remainder of
for uncorrectedinlet flowsto each sideof the regenerator the high-pressure side of the regenerator to 120 to 140
are plotted as solid points in figure 40. The leakage for percent. The velocity map at 80 percent of simulated gas
the engine housing was assumed to be at the same generator speed shows similar characteristics (fig. 51).
percentagevaluehot as was measuredcold. For the axial- Table V lists the actual velocity values and, although the
flowhousing, actual hot leakage measurementswereused standard deviation of the data was not significantly
to plot the data, but the effectiveness values were still different on either side, the percentage variation was
calculated by usingmeasuredinput flows without leakage significantlygreater on the high-pressureside becauseof
corrections. The test facility data fall between the two the lower velocity average with the axial-flow housing
corrections where leakage is calculated to decrease (fig. 37(b)).
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Temperature distribution. -The standard deviation of required to operate with a temperature difference 200* C
the temperature measurements on both sides of the (360* F)higher than normal.
regenerator (table V)was not significantly different from As several test data points were being taken with
the standard deviation plotted in figures 40 and 41 for the ambient-temperature inlet air, the regenerator cracked
axial-flow housing without flow blockage. Comparison and became completely separated from the drive
of isothermal maps for 50 percent of simulated gas mechanism. The failed regenerator is shown in figure 56.
generator speed (fig. 52(a)), 80 percent of simulated gas It is essentially similar to the failure of figure A.l.1 in
generator speed (fig. 52(b)) and 100 percent of simulated reference 7.
gas generator speed (fig. 52(c)), illustrates the influence The data taken during the firing sequence are listed in
of increasing flow rate. The maps are similar to those of table VI. The test procedure was to change to
figure 42 for the axial-flow housing without flow progressively lower inlet temperatures and increased
blockage, weight flow. The effect of decreasing inlet temperature

Drive torque.-The torques measured during this test was to apply a larger gradient across the regenerator,
series were close to the desirable range established with which created higher thermal stress. Neither torque nor
the engine housing and at 0.102-cm (0.040-in.) clearance leakage measurements were outside the range of previous
(fig. 53). This indicates that assembly problems and/or data. The regenerator pressure drop, however, was
thermal distortions suspected previously were minimized significantly higher on both sides in the two readings
during this test series. The high torque readings shown in made 10 minutes and 20 minutes prior to failure. The
figure 43 have been eliminated, pressure drop measurements 32 minutes prior to failure

Leakage measurements.-The leakage measurements were in the normal range. See figure 57 for these data.
made during the two hot-firing sequences are plotted in The only other change was to unbalance the flow, with
figure 54. Values from the initial firing sequence are lower flows on the high-pressure side than on the low-
similar to those of figure 45 for the axial-flow housing pressure side. No reason for the suddenly increased
without blockage. The second firing sequence, however, pressure drop was uncovered. The increased temperature
indicates leakage of 10 percent or more over the entire gradients coupled with the unbalanced flow rates and
test range. Since seal clearance (0.109 cm, 0.043 in.) and increased pressure drop could all have contributed to the
torque values were the same for the two firings, these regenerator failure.
increased leakage rates may be due to the design of the
axial-flow housing and its associated thermal distortion.

It may be concluded that less seal clearance, causing Concluding Remarks
higher regenerator torque, may be required to prevent
leakage of l0 percent magnitude for this housing design. On the basis of the data reported in NASA TM-81660,

Regenerator effectiveness. - The data for regenerator 1981 (Horvath, Ribble, Warren, and Wood) the
effectiveness are listed in table V and plotted in figure 55. regenerator test facility gave a satisfactory representation
The temperature effectiveness values were seen to be of regenerator operation in an actual engine. The
about equal to those for the unblocked case (fig. 44). ambient-flow velocity maps were a reasonable
Heat transfer effectiveness, however, was 1 to 2 percent approximation of the hot-flow velocity maps. Calculated
lower over the midrange for the cases with blockage and velocity uniformity as a percentage of the average did not
the same at either end of the flow range as the values of always show the same results when ambient-flow
figure 44. A decrease in heat transfer effectiveness would measurements were compared with hot-flow
be expected for the regenerator operation with the higher measurements. The regenerator effectiveness was not
leakage values measured during this test series, sensitive to the kind of maldistribution of flow reported

Regenerator pressure drop. - The pressure drop herein as demonstrated by the data for the engine housing
measurements for this test series are included in table V. with the baffle in the cover and with the axial-flow
The values are similar to those plotted in figure 48 with housing and one-half of the high-pressure inlet blocked.
no blockage. The low-pressure-side AP values were again The difficulty of establishing completely uniform flow
above the design values and slightly higher than the was illustrated by the axial-flow housing results without
unblocked data at low flow rates, the regenerator core in place. The regenerator itself acted

Regenerator with increased temperature gradients.-A as a good flow distributor, and unless the particular
test sequence was run with the regenerator in the axial- engine system is insensitive to increased pressure drop, it
flow housing to determine the temperature response of is probably advisable"to use the best design techniques in
the regenerator when operated as a facility tool to heat air the allowable space without resorting to a large
from 21*to 704* C (70* to 1300" F) for use in combustor development effort to optimize flow distribution.
testing. The regenerator normally operates with a 221" C A more productive area for research would be in the
(430* F) inlet air temperature; so the system would be development and demonstration of more effective seals
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for the regenerator. The graphite-metal combination enthalpies to air enthalpies in order to be able to subtract
used herein was prone to cracking during assembly and Btu/lbm air from Btu/lbm air in the denominator. The
disassembly operations. An effort by the Lewis Research resulting values for enthalpy effectiveness agreed with
Center to develop improved seals for the regenerator those calculated for heat transfer effectiveness. This was
resulted in a seal constructed of a graphite-reinforced a further reason for preferring the heat transfer
polyimide material. It is recommended that this seal be effectiveness values to represent effectiveness.
tested in an engine to demonstrate its improved A method for calculating regenerator effectiveness
performance and handling characteristics, should be agreed on for automotive gas turbine

Leakage measurements indicated rates between 5 and applications. Definitions of terms and exact relationships
10 percent of rated airflow, rather than the 1.8 percent should be included in the standard method. Using
used in the design tables of SAE Paper 760279, 1976 temperature effectiveness, as defined herein, requires
(Ball, Gumaer, and Sebestyen). More difficulty was only three measured temperatures and provides more
experienced in sealing the axial-flow housing than was precise results. Using heat transfer effectiveness,
anticipated, so that experience and development effort however, requires three measured temperatures plus the
were required in this area. Atrade-offbetween the torque specific heat and weight flow of each fluid. Precise
required to turn the regenerator and the allowable definition of how specific heat and weight flow values are
leakage rate could be made. Our results indicated that determined is therefore required. In this work we found
torques in the range 59to 171N-m (500 to 1500in-lb) also significant differences between the two parameters used
allow leakage in the range 5 to 12 percent, to describe heat transfer performance. It is felt that the

The integrity of insulation upstream of the regenerator heat transfer effectiveness is the better parameter for use
core is important in order to keep particles of insulation in system design studies. Leakage values can be included
from lodging in the sliding seal and thus accelerating in the calculation if desired, although the results reported
wear. Any other source of particles that might produce herein do not include leakage corrections. In addition,
rapid wear must also be kept out of the upstream side of heat transfer effectiveness agreed closely with enthalpy
the regenerator. The surface finish of all regenerators, effectiveness for the axial-flow housing data, with and
particularly in the rim seal area, must be checked before without blockage.
testing to ensure that accelerated seal wear will not be Comparing regenerator performance with design
caused by the regenerator itself. Data reported herein values is difficult unless the heat transfer and flow
indicated that surface roughness between (10.2 and 17.8 characteristics are known for the specific matrix under
/_m, 400 and 700 #in.) was satisfactory for the graphite test. Pressure drops higher than design could result from
seals used. matrix walls thinner than design. Effectiveness values less

The uncertainty in the temperature measurements was than design could result from matrix walls thicker than
calculated to be ± 1.9° C (+3.5 ° F) at high-pressure-inlet design. We measured matrix wall thickness of 0.012 cm
temperatures (98° to 214° C, 209° to 417° F), ±3.1 ° C (0.046 in.) as compared with a design value of 0.009 cm
(±5.6 ° F) at high-pressure-outlet temperatures (706 ° to (0.0035 in.). Once the heat transfer parameters are
718° C, 1302° to 1325° F), and ±3.3 ° C (±5.9 ° F) at known for a given wall thickness, a reliable inspection
low-pressure-inlet temperatures (767 ° C, 138° F). The technique to determine wall thickness is required if
uncertainty in the calculated temperature effectiveness meaningful comparisons between experimental and
was therefore +0.8 percent for one standard deviation, design performance are to be made.
That compares with values from ±0.2 percent to ±0.8
percent for temperature effectiveness based on replicate
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TABLE I. - RANGE OF DESIGN TEST CONDITIONS

(a) SI units

Test conditions High-pressure- Low-pressure- High-pressure- Low-pressure- High-pressure~ Low-pressure- Regenerator

side flow, side flow, side inlet side inlet side inlet side inlet design speed,

kg/sec kg/see temperature, temperature, pressure, pressure, rpm

oc oC kN/m 2 kN/m 2

Cold-flow range 0.23 - 0.64 0.32 - 0.65 21 21 101.4 101.4

50 Percent of gas 0.19 0.20 84 739 151.7 103.4 11.9

generator speed

60 Percent of gas .25 .25 103 741 180.6 104.1 15. 5

generator speed

70 Percent of gas .31 .32 126 741 219.9 105. 5 18.6

generator speed

80 Percent of gas .40 .41 153 742 271.7 106.9 20.3

generator speed

90 Percent of gas .49 .55 185 742 339.2 108.9 22.9

generator speed

100 Percent of gas .59 .60 221 743 417.8 111.7 22.9

generator speed

(b) U.S. customary units

Test conditions High-pressure- Low-pressure- High-pressure- Low-pressure- High-pressure- Low-pressure- Regenerator

side flow, side flow, side inlet side inlet side inlet side Inlet design speed,

lb/sec lb/sec temperature, temperature, pressure, pressure, rpm

°F °F psia psia

Cold-flow range 0.51 - 1.42 0.70 - 1.43 70 70 14.7 14.7

50 Percent of gas 0.42 0.43 183 1362 22.0 15.0 11.9

generator speed

60 Percent of gas .55 .56 217 1365 26.2 15. 1 15. 5

generator speed

70 Percent of gas .69 .71 258 1365 31.9 15.3 18.56

generator speed

80 Percent of gas .875 .90 308 1367 39.4 15.5 20.34

generator speed

90 Percent of gas 1.08 1.11 365 1368 49.2 15. 8 22.85

generator speed

100 Percent of gas 1.30 1.33 430 1369 60.6 16.2 22.85

generator speed
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TABLE H. - REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE

(a) sI

Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- J Average cold-air Average hot-gas
Simulated

gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, ] temperature temperature

speed, rpm kg/see kg/see

percent Inlet, Outlet, Inlet, Outlet,
I tc'in' I tc'°ut' th, in, [ th, out, I

i ooio  oloooo o
Ambient-flow

1 I I Ambient Ambient AmbIent Ambient

90 0 .263 .648
I/Re = 100 0 .318 .318

_Iaximum facility flo 18. 4 .608 .513

Hot-flow test

50 12.0 O. 200 0. 207 98 737±8 758 I 173±41

60 16. 0 .238 .257 109 726±6 741 ] 206i_43
16.0 .242 .256 117 721±6 734 I 213=_43

70 22. 5 .324 .321 132 698±16 729 I 199:_28
16.4 .333 .327 144 704:_16 736 J 212±26
16. 0 .324 .322 138 722±19 749 I 260±37

80 25. 7 .411 .407 162 688±21 723 ] 230±28
18.4 .409 .403 167 701±22 735 I 235:_24
18.4 .397 .407 161 701_18 733 I 244:L38
18.5 .405 .404 186 702_21 734 I 254_38
18.6 .408 .404 190 704_21 741 J 256±37

90 28.9 .515 .513 184 702_26 740 I 261129

20.7 .493 .517 198 706124 742 i 276_25
23.0 .511 .521 209 691±23 726 ] 287±36

100 32.0 . 624 .616 219 696±29 746 J 297-+-29
32.0 .612 .613 227 700:_26 747 I 307_=31
23. 0 .611 .621 234 689±30 734 I 309±29
23.0 .611 .621 237 688±30 733 J 313±34

(b) U.S.

Average cold-air Average hot-gas

Simulated RegeneratOrrpmHigh-pressure-lb/seeLow-pressure- temperature temperature

gas g .... ator speed, sideairflow, side gas flow,

speed, lb/sec Inlet. Outlet, Inlet. Outlet,
percent

tc, in, re, out, th. in, th, out,

oF °F± _ oF OF± _

Ambient-flow

j o  T TTIT90 0 . 58 1.43
NRe = I00 0 .70 .70

Maximum facility flovJ 18.4 1. 34 1. 13

Hot-gas test

12.0 ] 0. 433 0.456 208 1359_14 1396 343_74
50

60 16.0 I . 524 .566 229 1338±11 1366 402±78
16.0 . 533 .565 242 1329±11 1354 415:_78

70 22.5 .714 .708 270 1289±28 1344 390±50
16.4 .736 .721 291 1300_28 1356 413-_47
16.0 .714 .709 280 1332±35 1381 402±66

8O 25. 7 905 .899 323 1271±37 1333 446±50
18.4 902 .889 333 1293±39 1355 455_43
18.4 875 .898 322 1293±32 1352 471±68
18.5 892 .891 366 1296±37 1353 489_69
18.6 900 .890 374 1300±38 1365 492_-67

90 28.9 1. 136 1.132 363 1295±46 1364 502±53
20.7 1. 086 1.139 388 1302±44 1368 528_-45
23. 0 1. 126 1.149 409 1275i-42 1339 549_65

100 32.0 1. 375 1. 357 427 1285:L53 1375 567_52
32.0 1. 349 1. 351 440 1292±46 1377 585!55
23. 0 1. 347 1. 370 454 1272.54 1354 589_:53
23.0 i.347 I.370 459 1271±54 1351 595±61
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- ENGINE HOUSING WITH ORIGINAL COVER

units

Low-pressure-High-pressure-ITempera- I Heat ITorque, IHigh-prcssure-Low-pressure-
aid ..... age aid ..... age I ture I t .... fer I N-m I side p ...... e side p .......
gas velocity, air velocity, I effective- ] effective- ] I differential, differential,
m/see* _ m/sec • _ ness for I ness, [ [ kN/m 2 kN/m 2

1 heating I pe .... t ] ]
cold fluid,

percent
test conditions

9.6±1.8 6.5±1.9

4.910.9 8.6_1.2
7.8_1.6 9.2_1.3

conditions

4.71-0.8 17.2_I.9 96.9 95.1 70 I i.61 2.18

97.6 95.1 66 1.63 2.82

6.3_-0. 8 17. 1±1. 6 97. 8 93.0 16902 1.65 2.898.0_2. 0 94. 9 90. 7 1. 83 3. 65

7.7_I. 6 22.0_1.8 94.7 90.0 91 ] 1.78 3.21
95. 5 91. 5 72 I 1.55 3. 09

10.9±2. 3 94. O 90. 7 113 1. 94 4. 50
9.6±2.5 21.2_1.8 94.0 89.9 113 1.81 3.87

10.4±2.2 21.0±1.3 94.3 91.2 77 1.77 4.00
94.2 90.7 92 1.80 3.99
93.4 90.3 94 1.74 3.96

15. 3_2. 8 93. 1 88.7 154 2.17 5. 81
12.7_3.1 20.9±2.8 93.3 92.5 143 1.93 5.04

13.7±2.6 27.7±3.1 93.1 90.0 107 1.75 5.21

36.3_7.1 90.5 87.6 162 2.24 7.03
90.9 88.0 182 2.31 7.17

16.3±3. 3 36. 5_1. 2 90. 9 89. 6 174 1.99 5. 79
......... i 91.9 89.3 174 2.05 5.83

customaryunits

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat [ Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
side average side average ture transfer I in-lb side pressure side pressure
gas velocity, air velocity, effective- effective-- differential differential,
_/sec • _ _/sec • a hess for ness, 1 psi psi

heating percent
cold fluid,

percent
test conditions

I ..........31.4±6.0 21.3±6.I ..........
16.0±2.8 28.1±3.9 ..........

25.7_4.9 30.3_4.4 ..... I .....

conditions

16.3_2.6 56.4_6.2 96.9 95.1 612 0.223 0.316

97.6 95.1 581 .237 .409
20.7±2,7 56.0±5.1 97.8 93.0 608 .239 .419

26.3±6.7 94.9 90.7 900 .266 .529
25.2±5.9 72.3±5.8 94.7 90.0 797 .258 .465

95.5 91.5 630 .225 .448

35.7_7,7 94.0 90.7 990 .281 .652
31.4±8.2 69.7_5.9 94.0 89.9 990 .262 .561
34.2±7. 2 69.0_4.2 94.3 91. 2 675 .256 .580

94. 2 90. 7 805 .261 .579
93.4 90.3 825 .253 .574

50.1±9,2 93.1 88.7 1350 .315 .843
41.6_10.2 68.7±5.1 93.3 92.5 1260 .280 .731
45.0±8.6 49.8_5. 5 93.1 90.0 941 .254 .755

65.4±12.8 90.6 87.6 1600 .325 1.02
90.9 88.0 1600 .335 1.04

53.5_I0° 7 65. 7:_4.1 90.9 89. 6 1530 .288 .840
91,0 89.3 1530 .298 .846
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TABLE III.- REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE -

(a) SI

Simulated Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air
gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature

speed, rpm kg/sec kg/s ee 1

Inlet, ] Outlet,percent

tc, in, tjte, out,

Ambient-flow

70, 90 | .272

NRe = 100 1 .322

.490
Maximum facility flow .814

Hot-flow test

50 12 0. 195 0. 198 102 721:_9

60 16 .234 .254 123 727*8
16 .247 .258 117 710=_8

70 18 .318 .318 153 704±12

80 20 .395 .399 186 688_-16

90 23 .491 .510 223 697±17

(b) U. S.

Simulated Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air
gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature

speed, rpm lb/sec lb/sec I

percent Inlet, I Outlet,
tc, in, ] tc, out,

°F _ °F±ff

Ambient-flowo
70, 90 | .600

NRe = 100 1 .710
1.080

Maximum facilityflow 1.340

Hot-flow test

50 12 0.430 0.436 215 1329±16

60 16 .537 .560 254 1341-14
16 .544 .568 243 1311-14

70 18 .700 .702 308 1300_22

80 20 .870 .880 366 1270_29

90 23 I.083 i.124 433 1286±31
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ENGINE HOUSING WITH BAFFLE ADDED TO COVER

units

Average hot-gas High-pressure- Tempera- Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
temperature side average ture N-m side pressure side pressure

air velocity, effective- differential, differential,
Inlet, Outlet, m/sec _-_ ness for kN/m 2 kN/m 2

th, in, th, out, heating
cold fluid,oC oC

percent

test conditions

0
conditions

745 138 96. 2 59 1. 81 2.22

750 176 17. 7±1. 6 96.4 67 1. 65 3. 16
828 167 96.7 57 1. 77 3. 21

732 195 21.4_2. 2 95. 3 81 1. 78 3. 98

721 229 17.4_2. 0 93. 9 94 2. 02 5. 59

729 275 15. 5_1. 9 93. 6 122 2. 07 8.00

customary units

Average hot-gas High-pressure- Tempera- Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
temperature side average ture in-lb side pressure, side pressure

air velocity, effective- differential, differential,
Inlet, Outlet, ft/sec _-(_ hess for psi psi

th, in, th, out, heating
o F oF cold fluid,

percent

test conditions

iiiiIiiiI2 .1  . 909
conditions

1373 281 96.2 517 0. 262 0. 322

1382 348 58.24-5. 4 96.4 587 .240 .458
1347 333 96.7 503 .257 .466

1349 382 70.2_-7.3 95. 3 711 .259 .577

1329 444 57.1±6.4 93. 9 829 .293 °811

1344 527 50.9±6.3 93. 6 1071 .30 1.16
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TABLE IV. - REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE -

(_ si

_mulated Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air Average hot-gas

gas generator spee_ side airflow, side gas flow, temperature temperature

spee_ rpm kg/s e c kg/s e e !

percent Inlet, I Outlet, Inlet, Outlet,

tc, in, I tc, out, t_ in, t_ out,°C °C_ff , °C °C_a

Ambient-flow

Ambient Ambient Ambient Ambient
--- 0 .371 .371

--- 20 .517 .517

--- 0 .558 .558

Mmximumfacilityflow 0 .644 .594

Hot-flow test

50 11.9 0.203 0.195 67 650_4 697 131_26

12.0 .200 .187 69 701_9 747 145_32

60 15.8 .249 .249 123 667_4 693 191_24

15.7 .258 .254 113 640_4 668 181_23

15.6 .252 .254 94 683_6 715 182i30

15.6 .264 .262 76 678_6 716 167±33

70 18. 8 .318 .321 110 651_4 684 196_26

18.7 .313 .318 128 662_3 691 210_25

18.7 .329 .326 114 676_5 713 200_28

18.7 .324 .334 134 708_6 748 231_33

18.7 .327 .337 91 701_5 744 207±38

80 20.5 395 409 152 676_6 706 234±24

21.6 404 398 133 647_4 683 223_27
20.5 419 395 142 658_5 696 226_26

20.7 399 396 121 646_4 683 209_26

20.8 396 392 144 643_6 674 225_27

20.5 405 413 141 66914 703 234_27

20.6 406 399 133 694i5 729 229_28

20.4 402 405 133 663_6 707 224_29

20.5 406 .410 158 701_6 740 251_31

20.5 408 .410 130 688±5 728 224_30

90 23.2 489 .492 182 680_6 711 267_23

23.2 491 .504 186 677_7 708 268±22

23.3 500 .498 193 657_8 688 273_26

23.0 498 .500 182 682!6 718 276_26

23.0 498 .500 193 679_6 710 286!26

23.1 503 .503 180 687_7 729 271_28

23.3 503 .512 198 696±6 736 296_31

23.1 513 .515 169 685_8 725 264_28

100 23.3 586 596 245 666_7 698 323_23

23.3 596 603 244 662_8 692 321_22

23.4 598 596 196 651_7 692 298±27

23. 5 599 598 203 649_7 689 305_27

23.6 606 608 227 671_6 711 325e31

23.3 616 619 206 683±9 725 302_29

aWithout regenerator.
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AXIAL-FLOW HOUSING

units

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-

side average side average ture transfer percent N-m side pressure side pressure

gas velocity, air velocity, effective- effective- of airflow differential, differential,

m/sec * a m/sec * a ness for ness, kN/m 2 kN/m 2

heating percent
cold fluid,

percent

test conditions

6.1_:1. 2 4. 3:L1. 3 ....

7. 7_-1. 0 ....
6.9_-I.5 .... O.669 1.158

7.3"1.6 3.2+0.5 .... .572 I.310

conditions

93. 6 90. 3 6. 3 91 1. 241 2. 006

3. 2:E0.6 93. 3 88. 8 7. 3 48 1. 303 2. 214

5. 5_1. 2 95. 3 90.8 7. 6 74 1. 231 2. 661

94. 9 90.2 6.0 62 1. 310 2. 523

4.6=L1. 0 94, 8 89.9 5. 9 113 1.462 2. 820
4.6_0.9 94.1 88.4 8.7 63 1. 448 2. 758

94.2 89. 1 8. 1 98 1. 358 3. 454

94.9 90.2 6.8 86 1. 372 3. 558

6.9:L1.4 93. 6 88.3 7.4 130 1.482 3. 530
6.9_=1. 3 93. 6 90.4 7.4 61 1. 551 3. 992

6.3_=1.2 93.4 88.4 8.9 85 1. 551 3. 868

94.4 91. 7 6.9 108 1. 351 4. 357

9. 0=_1. 7 93. 4 87. 6 6. 5 169 1. 365 4. 378

6.6=_1. 6 93. 3 84.9 9.9 156 1. 358 4. 378

8.0_=1.6 93. 5 88.7 5. 2 161 1. 296 4. 116

8.6_-1. 9 94. 1 88. 7 7. 2 162 1. 331 4. 075

8.6*2. 1 93. 9 90.5 7. 3 169 1. 434 4. 530

8.4:_1. 9 94. 2 87. 5 10° 6 151 1.482 4. 647

8.9-_1. 9 92.4 88.0 6.2 146 1. 475 4. 351

8. 8±1. 8 93. 2 88. 5 7. I 79 1. 544 4. 675

8.5+1. 7 93. 5 88. 2 7. 6 127 1. 496 4. 482

94.2 88.1 8.1 123 1. 400 5. 716

94. 0 90. 1 8. 0 120 1. 386 5. 536

12.3:L2.4 93. 7 88.5 8.1 188 1. 413 5. 440

11. 84-2.0 93. 3 88° 4 7. 5 230 1. 606 5. 826

12. 2+2. 3 94. 0 87. 7 7. 8 166 io 496 5. 978

II. 9±2. 5 92.3 87. I 8.3 180 I. 510 5. 571

12.7:L2.3 92.5 87.1 6.9 124 i. 538 6. 088

ii. 8_-2. 1 92.9 86.7 8.4 126 I. 482 5. 667

16.4:_2.6 93. 0 87. 8 6.4 129 I. 427 6. 812
93. 5 87.4 9.5 151 I. 386 6. 895

91. 6 87.4 9. 6 168 I. 372 7. 102

91. 9 84.2 9.2 179 i I. 407 7. 033

15.6*2.8 91. 5 83. 8 I0.4 152 I I. 489 7. 033

15. I:L2.7 91. 9 86.0 8. 1 149 i. 496 6. 819
i
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TABLE IV.-

(b) U. S.

Simulated Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air Average hot-gas
gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature temperature

speed, rpm Ib/sec lb/sec !

percent Inlet, I Outlet, Inlet, Outlet,

tc, in, I tc, out, th, in, th, out,OF OF • (7 OF OF •

A mbient- flow___ m

--- 0 .820 .820

i1 LI 1--- 20 1. 140 1. 140

0 1. 230 1. 230

Maximum facility flow 0 1. 420 1. 310

Hot-flow test

1
50 11. 9 0.447 0.431 153 1213±8 1286 267+46

I

12. 0
.442 .412 ! 157 1294+17 1376 2934-58

I

60 15. 8 .550 .548 253 1232±8 1279 375_44

15. 7 .568 .561 236 1184±8 1235 357_-42

15. 6 .555 .560 202 1261±11 1319 359i54

15.6 .582 .578 169 1253_-11 1320 332+60

70 18.8 .702 .708 230 1203±8 1263 385i47

18.7 .690 .702 262 1224+6 1275 410±45

18. 7 .725 .719 237 1248.9 1316 392±50

18.7 .715 .737 273 1307_-10 1378 448+60

18. 7 .721 .743 196 1293_=9 1371 404_:68

80 20.5 871 901 305 1248±10 1303 453_43

21.6 891 878 272 1196±8 1261 434±48

20.5 923 871 287 1217±9 1285 439_46

20.7 880 874 250 1195_8 1261 409_47

20.8 874 864 291 1190±11 1245 437_49

20.5 892 910 285 1236_8 1298 454i49

20.6 896 880 271 1282±9 1344 445J=50

20.4 887 892 271 1226_11 1304 436±52

20. 5 894 904 316 1293i10 1364 484e56

20. 5 900 904 266 1271±9 1342 436±54

90 23.2 1.077 1.084 360 1256±11 1311 513±41
23.2 1.083 1. 112 366 1251±13 1307 515_40
23.3 1.103 1.098 380 1214±14 1270 524_47
23.0 1.097 1.103 359 1259±11 1324 529_47
23.0 1.099 1.103 379 1255±10 1310 546_46
23. 1 1. 110 1. 110 356 1269±13 1345 520±50
23.3 1.109 1.128 389 1285±11 1357 565_55
23.1 1,132 1.135 337 1265_14 1337 508_51

100 23.3 1.291 1,315 473 1231a13 1288 613±42
23.3 1.313 1.329 471 1224±14 1277 610±39
23.4 1.319 1.314 384 1203±12 1278 569±49
23.5 1.320 1.318 397 1201±12 1272 i 581±49
23.6 1. 335 1.340 440 1239±10 1312 1 617±56
23.3 1.358 1.364 406 1262±16 1337 I 575±52

aWithout regenerator.20



Conclude4

customary units

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
side average side average ture transfer percent in-lb side pressure side pressure
gas velocity, air velocity, effective- effective- of airflow differential, differential,

_/sec • q _/sec • a hess for ness, psi psi
heating percent

cold fluid,
percent

test conditions

18.2±17.0 11.4_12.7 .... I ....

I

20.0_4.0 14.1_4.2 ....

I25.3i3.3 ....
22.6_4.8 .... 0.097 0.168
24.0_5.1 10.5_1.5 .... .083 .190

conditions

93.6 90. 3 6. 3 803 0.180 0.291
10.6_1.9 93.3 88.8 7.3 421 .189 .308

18.0±4.1 95. 3 90.8 7.6 650 .193 .386
94.4 90.2 6. 0 548 .190 .366

15.0±3.3 94.8 89.9 5.9 990 .212 .409
15.0_3.0 94.1 88.4 8.7 550 .210 .400

94.2 89.1 8.1 859 .197 .501
94.9 90.2 6.8 755 .199 .516

22.5_4.7 93.6 88.3 7.4 1144 .215 .512
22.7_4.3 93.6 90.4 7.4 537 .225 .579
20.8_3.8 93.4 88.4 8.9 742 .225 .561

94.4 91. 7 6.9 948 .196 .632
29.6_5.7 93.4 87.6 6.5 1482 .198 .635
28.2i5.3 93.3 84.9 9.9 1369 .197 .635
26.415.2 93.5 88.7 5.2 1410 .188 .597

28.2_6.1 94.1 88.7 7.2 1421 .193 .591
28.1_6.8 93.9 90.5 7.3 1481 .208 .657
27.7_6.2 94.2 87.5 10.6 1325 .215 .674
29.1_6.1 92.4 88.0 6.2 1278 .214 .631

29.0_5.8 93.2 88.5 7.1 696 .224 .678
28.0_5.3 93.5 88.2 7.5 1112 .217 .650

94.2 88.1 8.1 1080 .203 829
94.0 90.1 8.0 1059 .201 803

40.2_7.8 93.7 88.5 8.1 1650 .205 789
38.7±6.6 93. 3 88.4 7. 5 2020 .233 845
40.0_7.5 94.0 87.7 7.8 1459 .217 867
39.0_8.3 92.3 87.1 8.3 1577 .219 808
-41.6_7.5 92.5 87.1 6.9 1090 .223 883
38.6_7.0 92.9 86.7 8.4 1105 .215 822

54.1_8.4 93.0 87.8 6.4 1131 207 .988
93.5 87.4 9.5 1324 201 1.00
91.6 87.4 9.6 1479 199 1.03
91.9 84.2 9.2 1572 204 1.02

51.2_9.3 91.5 83.8 10.4 1337 216 1.02
49.4!9.0 91.9 86.0 8.1 1311 217 .989
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TABLE V. - REGENERATOR PERFORMANCE - AXIAL-

(a) sI

Simulated Regenerator High-pressure- !Low-pressure- Average cold-air Average hot-gas
gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature temperature

speed, rpm kg/sec kg/sec

percent Inlet, I Outlet, Inlet, [ Outlet,

tc, in, tc, out, th. in, th, out,

oC o C ± ff °C o C _-(7
Ambient-flow

Hot-flow test

50 11. 9 0. 186 0. 191 89 ] 703_:7 731 189_=41 i

60 15. 7 .242 .246 97 714i7 745 206±37 i

15. 7 .251 .278 96 ] 704_5 731 246_50 I

70 19. 1 .301 .309 110 687±6 723 220_:36 I
18.8 .302 .306 123 703_5 732 223±32 ]
18. 7 .321 .338 119 707*4 734 246+39 i

80 20. 7 .411 .420 137 676i4 711 253_34 i
20.6 .446 .415 151 714±4 744 265*34 ]

90 23. 5 .497 .518 184 695_4 728 299=L32 J
23. 4 .504 .517 178 697*4 724 287+31 I

100 23. 1 .610 .632 213 668+6 703 313+29 ]
23. 2 .607 .623 219 677+7 711 322±30 i

(b) U. S.

Simulated Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure-i Average cold-air I Average hot-gas i
gas generator speed, side airflow, side gas flow, ] temperature J temperature [

speed, rpm lb/see lb/sec

Inlet, Outlet, Inlet, Outlet, J
percent

tc, in, tc, out, ] th, in, th, out, I

OF OF_ G OF OF. 0- J!

Ambient-flow

--- ] 0 1.17 ] 1.17 IAmbient IAmbient dAmbient Ambient[

Hot-flow test

50 11. 9 0. 409 0.420 192 1297+12 1349 372_ 73

60 15. 7 .534 .542 213 1317+12 1373 402_:67
15. 7 .553 .612 204 1300+9 1347 475_90

70 19. 1 .664 .681 230 1269-11 1334 428+64
18.8 .665 .674 253 i 1297"9 1351 434+57
18. 7 .708 .745 246 1305_:8 1353 475_70

80 20.7 .907 .927 279 1249:_8 1312 488+61
20.6 .893 .915 303 1317-7 1372 509+61

90 23. 5 1. 095 1. 141 364 1283"7 1342 571+57
23. 4 1. 111 1. 139 352 1286+8 1336 549*55

100 23. 1 1. 345 1. 393 416 1235+11 1297 596+52
23. 2 1. 339 1. 373 427 1251:L12 1312 612+54
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FLOW HOUSING WITH 50 PERCENT BLOCKAGE

units

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, I High-pressure- Low-pressure-
side average side average ture transfer percent N-m I side pressure side pressure
gas velocity, air velocity, effective- effective- of airflow I differential, differential,

m/sec -_a m/sec ± a ness for ness, I kN/m2 kN/m2
heating percent

cold fluid,
percent

I
test conditions

conditions

4. 3_-2. 4 95. 4 90.2 6.9 45 1. 34 2. 28

5. 2±1. 3 95. 2 88.4 8.8 50 1. 43 2.98
6.0±1. 4 95. 9 88. 3 5. 8 56 1.65 3. 56

6.44-1. 7 94.2 87. 8 7. 6 75 1.42 3. 56

7. 2+2. 0 95. 1 88. 1 7. 8 68 1.45 3. 53
8.2±2. 1 95. 6 87. 0 10. 7 89 1. 59 4.24

9. 7_-1. 8 4. 1+2.1 93. 9 85. 2 10. 7 93 1. 50 4.87

10.4_-2.8 94.9 86. 5 11.6 119 1. 57 5. 04

13. 4+3. 1 94. 1 86.1 9. 5 132 1. 59 6.19

13. 9+3. 3 94. 8 85. 8 10.6 152 1. 52 6.13

16.9+3. 6 93. 0 86. 3 9. 9 144 1. 52 7. 03
93. 1 85. 4 11. 7 142 1. 52 7. 10

customary units

Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, I High-pressure- Low-pressure-Low-pressure- High-pressure-

side average side average ture transfer o_e:::_t I in-lb I side pressure side pressure

gas velocity, air velocity, effective- effective- w differential, differential,
ft/sec + a ft/sec + (_ ness for ness, psi psi

heating percent

cold fluid,

percent

test conditionS

L.... I .... I ....I....I
conditionS

14.0+7.8 95. 4 90. 2 6. 9 395 0. 194 0. 331

17. 1+4. 4 95. 2 88.4 8. 8 444 .208 .432

19.7+4.7 95.9 88.3 5.8 492 .240 .516

20.9_5.7 94.2 87.8 7.6 658 ,.206 .517

23. 5:L6.4 95. 1 88. 1 7. 8 598 .211 .512
26.8+6. 9 95. 6 87.0 10. 7 786 .230 .615

31.8+5. 9 13. 5_6.9 93. 9 85. 2 10. 7 819 .218 .706
34.2+9. 1 94.9 86. 5 11. 6 1047 .228 .731

44.1+10, 2 94. 1 86. 1 9. 5 1161 .231 .898

45. 6+10. 8 94. 8 85. 8 10.6 1333 .220 .889

55. 4+11. 7 93. 0 86. 3 9. 9 1267 .221 1. 02
93. 1 85. 4 11. 7 1249 .220 1. 03
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TABLE VI. - REGENERATOR

(a) SI

Condition (70 percent Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air Average hot-gas
gas generator speed) speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature temperature

rpm kg/see kg/sec
Inlet, Outlet, Inlet, Outlet,

tc, in, tc, out, th, in, th, out,
°C °C ± O" °C °C • (_

32 rain before failure 18. 8 O. 320 O. 329 118 709_4 744 221±31

20 rain before failure 20.0 .227 .345 69 716_5 746 366_72

10 rain before failure 20. 0 .177 .345 53 713_4 747 438+83

6 min before failure 20.0 .172 .345 49 733

At failure 20.0 .454 .454 38 738

(b) U. S.

Condition (70 percent Regenerator High-pressure- Low-pressure- Average cold-air Average hot-gas
gas generator speed) speed, side airflow, side gas flow, temperature temperature

rpm lb/sec lb/sec
Inlet Outlet, Inlet., Outlet,

tc, in, tc, out, th, in, th, out,

o F oF + q OF oF ._q

32 rain before failure 18. 8 0. 706 0. 726 244 1309_8 1372 429_=56

20 rain before failure 20.0 .500 .760 157 1320-9 1375 690±129

10 rain before failure 20.0 .390 .760 128 1315-8 1377 821±150

6 min before failure 20.0 .380 .760 120 1352

At failure 20. 0 1. 000 1. 000 100 1360
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FAILURE DATA

units

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
side inlet side inlet ture transfer percent N-m side pressure side pressure
pressure, pressure, effective- effective- of airflow differential, differential,
kN/m 2 kN/m 2 hess for hess, kN/m 2 kN/m 2

heating percent
cold fluid,
percent

103. 4 210.3 94.4 91. 5 8. 3 76 1. 53 3.69

104.8 153. 1 95. 5 92.9 8. 3 39 1. 94 5. 12

106.2 131. 7 95. 0 94. 2 12. 2 34 1. 78 5.45

103 131.7 23 ....

103 408.2 113

customary units

Low-pressure- High-pressure- Tempera- Heat Leakage, Torque, High-pressure- Low-pressure-
side inlet side inlet ture transfer percent in-lb side pressure side pressure
pressure, pressure, effective- effective- of airflow differential, differential,

psia psia hess for hess, psi psi
heating percent

cold fluid,
percent

15. 0 30.5 94. 4 91. 5 8. 3 668 0. 222 0. 535

15.2 22.2 95. 5 92. 9 8. 3 345 .282 .743

15. 4 19. 1 95. 0 94.2 12.2 300 .259 .791

_15 19. 1 200

_15 59. 2 990
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[3
Flowmeter--,._ A-] fuel

""13 ?aiv_¢_g_p
Low-pressure-sidej
gasinlet--,

___ l Controlvalve
Low-pressure-side . _ _, _- _ I _
gasoutlet - I I - ^_ -

Controlvalve -I_- t,omoustor Orifice

Electricheater// // ! Orifice '_-Backpressure
High-pressure-J*z_egenerator_ High-pressure- valve
sideairinlet sideair outlet

Figure1. - Regeneratorsystemtestfacility.

Figure2. - Regeneratorcorewith ringdrivegear.
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Figure3. - Enginehousingwith regeneratorcore.

inlet therrnocoupie

Figure4. - Enginehousing.
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Figure5. - Enginehousingregeneratorcover.

Figure6. - Enginehousingregeneratorcoverwith baffleinstalled.
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Baffle

7314in.

7114in.

\ Regeneratorcore

\\ III
)-Baffle SectionA-A
/

Insulation/ D-seal
/ F D-seal

/
/

Regeneratorcore

FlOW ,_ __ _ _ _ I I' --_-Thetaseal _ Thetaseal

Insulation'_-rl_etaseal SectionB-A

Figure7. - Detailsofregeneratorcoverwithbaffleinstalled.

/--Ceramicregenerator
LOW-pressure-sideinlet-/

_-Low-pressure-sideoutlet /

\

LHigh- High-pressure-sideoutlet_
side _-Torquemeter
inlet _-Motor

Figure8. - Axial-flowhousing.
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(a)With regenerator.

(b)Withoutregenerator.

Figureg. - Axial-flowhousing.
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III 6;64 III

9.9_.9.241

\\\ 6._ III g._4l_
\\\v9 _._9I I I _-_9"941

\\\ _._8 I',I
_ ,Corerotation

Low-pressureside I High-pressureside
Airflow rate,

kglsec: 0.5126 0.6078

Averagegas
velocity,mlsec: 7.83+ 1.49std.dev. 9.22± 1.36std.dev.

(a)SI units.

/// 2,,8
III 2_.,

\\\ 2,,8
\\\,o.., ,o,,

orerotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside

Airflowrate,
Iblsec: 1.13 1.34

Averagegas
velocity,ft/sec: 25.l ± 4.9std.dev. 30.25± 4.4.5std. dev.

(b)U.S. customaryunits.

Figure10. - Velocitydataforambient-temperatureflow- enginehousingwith
originalcore.
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30--
0 High-pressure(air) side

Low-pressure(gas)side

25--

20

15-- <>

10 I I I i I
•.-. (a)Ambient-temperatureflow.

= 30--

.o_ <> 0
.__ 25-- O
m

_>,
N
_ 2O>

15

O

IoC_ 0

.3 .4 .5 .6 .7
Airflowrate, kg/sec

I I I I I I I
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Airflowrate. Ib/sec

(b)Hotflow.

Figure11.- Velocityuniformity - enginehousingwith original
cover.
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08
1.0

1.2

_ C_/_orerotation Corerotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside Low-pressureside High-pressureside

Airflowrate,
kglsec(llYsec): 0.395(0.81) 0.212(0.60) 0.311(0.70) 0.317(0.10)

Averagegasvelocity,
mlsec(fUsec): 9.57(31.4)± l(f/o 6.49(21.3)±28?, 4.88(16.0)+-17% 8.56(28.I)± 147,

(a)60,70,and80Percentofsimulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (b)100Percentofsimulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

Corerotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside

Airflowrate,
kglsec(Iblsec): 0.513(1.13) 0.608(1.34)

Averagegasvelocity,
mlsec(ft/sec): I.83(25.l)±I_, 9.24(30.3)-+147,

(c)Maximumfacilityflowrate.WHp -1.34Iblsec,Vavg=30.Ift/sec;WLp -I.13Iblsec,
Vavg-25.7ffJsec.

(c)Maximumflowrate.

Figure12.-Ambient-flowvelocitymap-enginehousingwithoriginalcover.
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Core Core
rotation rotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside Low-pressureside High-pressureside

(a)60Percentofsimulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (b)70Percentofsimulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

Core Core
rotation rotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside Low-pressureside High-pressureside

(c)80Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (d)gOPercentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

_.,_ c°_a_i°n

(e)100Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

Figure13. - Velocitymap- enginehousingwith original_:ever.
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723113331

/ I ""3,22_611) 71811325)

328(622) ' 692(12;7)X/ 3281622}=299(5_11

293(559) ' 676112481_.
I 292(559)"288(5;0) " •72111329)

+ + 719113271

, • /
/ 2831541128,315411,276{5_91 645(11931?1g(1326)-

\X ° 282(53911°27215221 63g(11_2_11/3"7]'9113261120")/Corerotation

705113011

Low-pressureside High-pressureside

Averagetemp-
erature, °C(OF):297.4(567.3) 696.i(1284.9)

Standarddev-
iation,+°C (OF): -+11.1(+ 51.9) _11.7(-+53.1)

Figure14.- Temperaturedatafor 100percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed- enginehousingwith
original cover.

B
0 High-pressure(air)side
[] Low-pressure(gas)side

c

E._°

"_._ 10 [] B

5--

Simulatedgasgeneratorspeed,percent

Figure1.5.- Temperatureoutputuniformity- enginehous-
ingwithoriginalcover.
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///_338 716t...._\\
//////.il315 7o41-_\\ \\

x r f/ o4

£xhaust__ ""_282 I /77///I/I/ Core

Low-pressure High-pressure
side side

Averagetemper-
ature, °C: 297 6%

Stanoarddevia-
tion,-+°C: ±29 ±29

(a) SIunits.

//.._;6__:.-t_oo

Exhaust_ __k__[_ rCotra_,on

Laq-pressure High-pressure
side side

Averagetemper-
ature, OF: 567 1285

Standarddevia-
tion. ± OF.. ±52 43

(b)U.S. customaryunits.

Figure16. - Temperaturemapfor 100percentofdesignspeed- engine
housingwith original cover.
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Rundate Clearance,
in.

0 10/6/17 O.032
[] lo/13177

0 10/20/77
]x 10/25/77

O 12/21177 .034

300-- O 311178 .041
2500-- _ 4/5/78 .040

2000-- Failedseal

20<--
=_ ,E
.'_ 1500-- z

= _ _minalband

10( --
1000

500 -- Increasedclearance

o- I ! I I I I I
O0 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Pressure,kN/m

I I I I I
20 30 40 50 60

Pressure,psia

Figure17.-Measuredtorque-enginehousingwith
originalcover.

160 -- 20,--

181--140--

16--
120 -- After

14-- Rated reassembly--_

._ _ airflow, \_,_
100 -- "_12- percent/ FWorn-out _ __.,,.-_"

80 _ 10 test
\

_ 8-- / /\X-After.l-hr

60 _ / / rotation
"_ 6- / / cold '

5 O.40-- / yO 03_ce (solidpointsafter
4--/ / 1112hr of hottest) .......

O./ / <> 04_ce (solidpointsafter
20 -- 2_iZ/ 1 hr of hottest)

o- iv I I I I I I I I I I
0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00

Pressuredifferential,kNlm2

I I I I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14

Pressuredifferential,psid

Figure18.-Measuredcold,staticleakage-enginehousingwith
originalcover.
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Figure19.- GraphitepolyimideD seal.

100 _ Chryslerdesignvalues
O Temperatureeffectiveness

O _ Heattransfereffectiveness

1:; 9O

%
85 I I

.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7
Airflowrate, kg/sec

I I I I I I
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Airflowrate, Iblsec

Figure20. - Regeneratoreffectivenessmeasuredin testfacility -
enginehousingwith originalcover.

100
"E 0 Temperatureeffectiveness- test facility

(_) ,_\_,Temperatureeffectiveness- measuredin
engine(ref. 5)

t--

90 I I% I
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

Airflowrate, kg/sec
I I I I I I

.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Airflowrate, Ib/sec

Figure21. - Regeneratortemperatureeffectivenessmeasuredin
testfacilityand in actualenginetesting- enginehousingwith
original cover.
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Data

0 Low-pressureside
[-I High-pressureside

Designvalues

_- Low-pressureside
..... High-pressureside

8 --

1.0--

6 - 0

- 0 0
"_ .6-- _ 4

= .4_ _

2!
"3 []

1 , I , I II
.2 .4 .6 .8

Massflowrate,I_glsec

l , I I I,I I I
,4 .6 .8 1 2

Massflowrate. Ib/sec

Figure22. - Regeneratorpressuredrop- enginehousingwith
original cover.

8 30-- _ Original cover
0 Modifiedcover

._ 20

•_ 15 --

_. 1_ I I I I I
2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

I I i Airflowrale, kgfsec I I
.4 .0 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Airflowrate, Iblsec

Figure23.- Velocityuniformity for ambient-temperatureflow-
enginehousingwith original andmodifiedcovers.
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4.- 1 + +

/
ore

rotation rotation rotation rotation

(a-l) Ori(inal cover;average (a-2)Coverwith baffle_aver- (b-l) Originalcover; average (b-_)Coverwith baffle;aver-
gasvelocity,6.5 -+I. 8 agegasvelocity,7.6 + I. 0 gasvelocity,6.5 + i. 9 agegasvelocity,8.7 ± i. 1
m/sec(21.3-+O.1 ft]sec), m/sec(25.0 • 3.3 ft/sec), m/sec(21.3± 6.1 ft/sec), m/sec(28.7 + 3.7ft/sec).

(a)Ambient-temperatureairflow rate 0.27kg/sec(0.60Ib/sec). (b)Ambient-temperatureairflowrate, 0.32kg/sec(0.10Iblsec).
m

1.2

1.

+ +

Core
ion rotation

(c-I) Originalcover; average (c-2)Coverwith baffle;aver-
gasvelocity, 9.2 :I:i. 3 agegasvelocity,9.Y± I. 8
mlsec(30.3 ± 4.4 ft/sec), mlsec(31.g ± 5.8 ftIsec).

(c)Ambient-temperatureairflowrate, 0.61kglsec(I. 34Iblsec).

Figure24. - High-pressure-sidevelocitymap- enginehousingwith original andmodifiedcovers.

15F O Original cover
_ | _ Modifiedcover

oo -
._-._
_-_ _ 10

5, , , , , I
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

Airflowrate, kg/sec

I I I I I I
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Airflowrate, Iblsec

Figure25. - High-pressure-sidevelocityuniformityfor hot flow-
enginehousingwith original andmodifiedcovers.
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8 0.8 l.O
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+ / _0

2C°re J ionrotation I et-ion rotation
I

(a-l) Enginehousingwith (a-2)Enginehousingwith (b-l) Enginehousingwith (b-2)Enginehousingwith
original cover, bafflein cover, original cover, bafflein cover.

(a)60Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (b)70Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.
m

+ + + + 0.8 lO

ore ore

_ P rotation _ r rotation _ion ore_ _ rotation

(c-1)Enginehousingwith (c-2)En inehousingwith (d-l) Enginehousingwith (d-2)Enginehousingwith
originalcover, baffleincover, originalcover, bafflein cover.

(c)80Percentofsimulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (d)90Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

Figure26. - High-pressure-sidevelocitymap.

so- =,,_!!iiiiiiiii

._o_ 40 --._q_ ......,_iiiii,,iiiii'_i!Fi_'==Originalcover

._ =- _ =-20-- ._,,,Tii,li!!!]!i]i]]iii;i_'":
30 -- _ _ :,_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::_.....

_ _ _15 -- i with baffle
zo _-1o q_=. .
Io- s I="_'"I I I I I

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

Airflowrate, _g/secI I I I I
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Airflowrate,Iblsec

Figure21.-High-pressure-sidetemperatureoutputuni-
formity-enginehousingwithoriginalandmodified
covers.
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merature   6710  727,727 II\\ ;j721-

IJ /716_//Core _ /Core

rotation rotation _ " rotation _ rotationm

(a-].)Enginehousingwith (a-2)Enginehousingwith (b-l) Enginehousingwith (b-2)Enginehousingwith
original cover, bafflein cover, original cover, bafflein cover.

(a).50Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (b)60Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

I ore re. Core Core

P- rotation _ " rotatlon tatlon rotationw

(c-I) Enginehousingwith (c-2)Enginehousingwith (d-t) Enginehousingwith (d-2)Enginehousingwith
original cover, bafflein cover, original cover, bafflein cover.

(c)70Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (d)80Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

121
i 716

110

693
587

704
077

etion rotation

(e-l) Enginehousingwith (e-21Enginehousingwith
original cover, bafflein cover.

(e)90Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed.

Figure28. - High-pressure-sidetemperaturemap- SI units.
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original cover, bafflein cover, original cover, bafflein cover.

(a)50Percentof simulatedgasgeneratorspeed. (b)60Percentof simulatedgas eneratorspeed.
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Core
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Figure29. - High-pressure-sidetemperaturemap- U.S. customaryunits.
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Figure30.-Measuredtorque-enginehousingwithbafflein
cover.
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Figure31.-Measuredcold,staticleakage-enginehousingwithbaffleincover.
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Chryslerdesignvalues

0 Temperatureeffectiveness- originalcover
• Temperatureeffectiveness- bafflein cover
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Airflowrate, Iblsec

Figure32. - Regeneratortemperatureeffectiveness-
enginehousingwith originalandmodifiedcovers.
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Figure33.-Regeneratorpressuredrop-enginehousingwithbaffle
incover.
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\

Noflow

Core
rotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside
Averagegasvelocity,

m/sec(ft/sec): 5.5 (18.2) 3.5 (11.4)

Figure34. - Velocitymap- axial-flowhousingwithout regenerator. Airflowrate,
1.80kg/sec(0.82Ib/sec);ambient-temperatureflow.

Low-pressureside High-pressureside
Averagegasvelocity,
mlsec(ftJsec): 6.1 (20.O) 4.3 (14.1)

Figure35. - Velocitymap- axial-flowhoaslngwith regeneratorin place. Airflow
rate, 1.80kg/sec(0.82IlYsec);ambient-temperatureflow.
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rotation

Low-pressureside High-pressureside

Airflowrate,
kglsec(Ib/sec): 2.88(1.31) 3.12 (1.42)

Averagegasvelocity,
mlsec(ft/sec): 1.3+1.6(24.0+5.1) 3.2-F0.5(I0.5+ 1.5)

Figure36.-Velocitymap-axial-flowhousingwithoutregenerator.Maximumfacility
flowrate;ambient-temperatureflow.
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(c)Low-pressureside-ambient-temperatureflow. (d)Low-pressureside-ambient-temperatureflow.

Figure37.-Averagevelocities.
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Core Core
ro[ation rotation

(a)90Percentof simulated (b)100Percentof simulated
gasgeneratorspeed, gasgeneratorspeed.

Figure38. - Low-pressure-sioevelocitymap- axial-flowhousing;
hot flow.
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(a)Comparisonof velocitydistribution uniformity.
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(b)Velocityuniformity comparison- hot flow. (c)Velocityuniformity comparison-ambient-
temperatureflow.

Figure39. - Statisticalmeasureof low-pressure-sidevelocityuniformity - engineandaxial-flowhousings.
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Figure40. - Low-pressure-sidetemperatureoutputuniformity -
engineandaxial-flowhousings,
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25 -- cover
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Figure41. - High-pressure-sidetemperatureoutputuni-
formity - original andmodifiedenginesandaxial-flow
housings.
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Figure42. - Temperaturemap-axial-flow housing. Figure44. - Regeneratoreffectiveness-axial-flow housing.
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Figure45. - Measuredleakage- axial-flowhousing.
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Figure46. - Chryslervaluesfor regeneratorperformanceat lO0-percentengineoper-
atingcondition. RegeneratorleakageL- 1.8percentWair - O.0112kg/sec
(0.0240Iblsec).
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Figure47. - Chryslervaluesfor regeneratorheattransfereffec-
tivenessat 100percentofgasgeneratorspeed.
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Figure48.- Regeneratorpressuredrop- axial-flowhousing.
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Figure49. - Axial-flow-housing50-percent-blockageconfiguration.
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Figure50. - Velocitymap- axial-flowhousingwith50percentblockagein high-
pressureinlet. Airflowrate. 0.53kglsec(1.11Ib/sec);ambient-temperature
flow.
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Figure51. - Velocitymap- axial-flowhousingwith 50percentblockageupstream
of high-pressureinlet. Simulates80percentof gasgeneratorspeed.
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Figure52. - Temperaturemap- axial-flowhousingwith 50percentblockagein high-pressureinlet.
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Figure53. - Measuredtorque- axial-flowhousingwith 50percent
blockagein high-pressureinlet
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Figure54.-Measuredleakageduringhotfiring-axial-flow Figure55.-Regeneratoreffectiveness-axial-flowhousing
housingwith50percentblockageinhigh-pressureinlet, with50percentblockageinhigh-pressureinlet
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Figure56. - Failedregenerator.
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Figure57.- Regeneratorpressuredropduringtransienttest-
ing- axial-flowhousing.
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